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1. INTRODUCTION 
A SMOOTHLY immersed integral surface M in the Grassmann bundle M > G,(R4) > R4 
defines a (possibly nonimmersed) surface at 0 s(M) in R4. Moreover, a surface in R4 whose 
nonimmersive singularities are sufficiently well behaved, lifts to an integral surface in 
G,(R4). (This lift is defined by assigning a “tangent” 2-plane to each point on the surface.) 
Thus a compact integral surface in G,(R4) can be thought of as a resolution or lift of 
a nonimmersed surface in R4 which is well defined up to smooth diffeomorphisms of R4 and 
M. 
In this paper we will consider the set of compact orientable rank 1 transverse integral 
surfaces in G,(R4) [4]. We then define five differential topological invariants for such 
a surface (Section 2). In Theorem 1 we show that these invariants are independent and can 
be freely prescribed. As a consequence, any 2-plane bundle can be realized as the pull-back 
bundle s* (6) over a rank 1 transverse integral surface, where & is the tautological2-plane 
bundle over G2(R4) (Corollary 2). The proof of Theorem 1 is constructive and builds the 
desired integral surface by cutting and pasting the local models described in Section 3.2. 
Integral surfaces occur naturally as (multivalued) solutions to PDE [4]. Since a PDE 
can be viewed as a constraining submanifold in G2(R4) the invariants of an integral surface 
solution should be restricted by the PDE. In Section 5 (Theorem 3) we briefly describe such 
restrictions in the case where the PDE is type-homotopic to a determined linear elliptic or 
hyperbolic system on the plane (cf. [2, 3, 51). 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULT 
2.1. The Grassmann bundle 
Throughout the paper, all chosen objects are to be C”. We fix an orientation on R4. Let 
n: G,(R4) + R4 denote the Grassmann bundle whose fiber at a point of R4 is the set of 
oriented 2-planes in the tangent space of R4 (at the given point). This bundle is diffeomor- 
phic to R4 x S? x St + R4 and carries a canonical differential ideal 9, which is locally 
generated by a pair of l-forms. A tangent vector at a point e of G2(R4) annihilates this ideal 
if and only if the n,-projection of the vector lies in the 2-plane corresponding to e (see (6)-(8) 
for coordinate models). 
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Notice that any w, E T,G,(R4) which is tangent o the n-fiber annihilates the canonical 
differential ideal. We define the ambient characteristic variety ACV, to be the set of vertical 
tangent vectors whose contraction with all 2-covectors in 9,, {~Jw,, - ) E T:G,(R4)1 
w, E T,(n - Fib), 8, E Yen /‘j’T: G2 (R4)} h as rank less than 2 (i.e., all of these 1-covectors 
lie in a l-dimensional subspace of T,* Gz (R4)). If we fix a x-fiber S? x S:, then these 
ambient characteristic varieties can also be described as the null tangent vectors of 
a (2,2)-pseudo Riemannian conformal structure ((, )) on SC x S”, . 
In order to define this conformal structure at e, choose generators r, o for 9, and dv4, 
an oriented volume 4-form on R4. Now for u,, w, E T, (x-fiber) the conformal pairing 
((u,, w,)) is defined by the relation 
L~~,l\L-dS&, - )&c&~,, - ) + dtl&a - )&we@,, - )I = (Cue, w,)b* dv4. (1) 
This pairing is well defined up to a positive multiple. It follows that each AC V, corresponds 
to a 2-torus, P(ACV,) in 
P( Ten-fiber). 
the projectivization of the tangent spaces to the n-fiber, 
Thus we have a 2-torus bundle 
UP(ACV,) = P(ACI’) -, G,(R4), 
e 
(2) 
whose fibers carry an induced (l,l)-conformal structure. It is diffeomorphic to the Cartesian 
product R4 x P(TS?) x P(TS:) 2 R4 x St x S* + , where P(TS*) denotes the projectivized 
tangent bundle of the 2-sphere. Each 2-torus fiber is doubly foliated by transverse (l,l)-null 
curves. These two foliations define a pair of transverse f&rings (of each 2-torus) onto 
circles, which in turn define a pair of null circle bundles over G2(R4). It follows that these 
circle bundles carry (up to sign) a pair of cohomology classes + &, f $/ in H’(P(ACV), Z). 
We now describe these classes. 
Observe that since the n-fibers are Grassmann manifolds we have the tautological 
2-plane bundle 6’ --) G2(R4) over the total space of the Grassmann bundle. The fiber at 
e E G2(R4) is the oriented 2-plane corresponding to e. If we choose a line in the 2-plane 
e which is spanned by (rr*)&) where 0 #u, E T,(G2(R4)), then the set of w, E ACVe such 
that 
dt,(u,, we) = 0 = dwh, we) (3) 
is a ( < , > ),-null 2-plane. This 2-plane is independent of the choice of generators c, o and 
u, (provided u, n*-projects to the given line in e). It follows that one of the above classes, 
henceforth denoted I$,, measures the positive turning of the line in the 2-plane, i.e. this class 
is the global angle class of the oriented circle bundle P(b) -+ G2(R4); the other class, 
henceforth denoted 4/, measures a “fiber turning” imposed by (3). Since d is an oriented 
2-plane bundle there is a canonical choice for 4,. Moreover, the condition 
0 < &A4s(cAf>> h w ere 2, f is any positively oriented framing of the fibers of P(AC V), 
determines 4f. See Section 3.1 for the verification of the above. 
The group of orientation preserving C”-diffeomorphisms of R4 canonically lifts to act as 
bundle diffeomorphisms of G2(R4). This prolonged action preserves all of the structure 
discussed above. 
2.2. Integral surfaces 
A C” immersed compact oriented 2-manifold s : A4 + G2(R4) is called an integral surface 
if it annihilates the canonical ideal s*9 = 0. The rank of such a surface, at a point m of M, is 
defined to be the rank of the differential (n 0 s)* at m. An integral surface with a point of rank 
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less than two defines a nonimmersed C” surface K 0 s(M) in R4. Such a nonimmersed surface 
has a well defined “tangent” 2-plane at every point of M (defined by the fiber value of s). 
Moreover, the condition s*Y = 0 implies that this bundle of “tangent” 2-planes can be 
identified with s*(b) -+M, the pull-back of the tautological bundle over s:M --) G,(R4). If 
n 0 s is not an immersion then s*(b) need not be isomorphic to TM, the tangent bundle of M. 
Thus an integral surface s can be interpreted as special nonimmersed surface rr 0 s, up to the 
action of D@(R4). And the differential map (1~ 0 s)* twists TM to yield s*(b). If we fix 
a trivialization z: G2(R4) + S? x S: , then 
(w):M+SZ- xS: (4) 
is a classifying map for the vector bundle s*(b). It follows that an integral surface determines 
a pair of cohomology classes 6 * in H2(M, Z). These classes are invariant up to homotopy 
through integral surfaces. 
If m E M is a rank-l point, then the differential (rc 0 s).,, at m has a l-dimensional kernel. 
By the discussion in Section 3.1 we have that 
s* (Ker(no s),)(m) = AC Vstrn)’ (5) 
We will say an integral surface s is rank I transverse if(i) the set of rank 1 points RI c M is 
a P-embedded submanifold (i.e., a disjoint union of embedded circles), (ii) at every point 
m E RI the Jacobian ideal of the map n 0 s is generated by a function with nonzero 
differential at m, and (iii) at any point m E RI where the kernel linejeld is tangent o RI the 
order ofcontact (between R, and this line field) is exactly 1 [l]. We will let R1,1 c R, denote 
the set points where the kernel has such contact with RI. 
It follows that a rank 1 transverse integral surface determines a pair of cohomology 
classes [&I, [+r] in H’ (R, , Z). They are defined by pulling back the classes &, dr over (the 
projectivization) of the map s,:Ker c TM + TG2(R4) and using (5). Here Ker denotes the 
line bundle over RI whose fiber at m E RI is the kernel of the differential (rr OS)* at m. 
In general, Ker + RI is not orientable. (See Example 5(ii).) Also there is no natural 
induced orientation on RI as a submanifold of M. Moreover, the image of rt 0 s: RI + R4 will 
be a curve which fails to immerse exactly at R1,t c RI. However the tangent line to this 
curve at m E RI - R1,1 must lie in (rt 0 s)* T,,,M. Since this latter subspace is one dimensional 
at any point of RI, the nonimmersed curve in R4 has a well defined limiting tangent line at 
every point of R1,l. In general, this “tangent” line bundle TM/Ker over RI is also not 
orientable. 
Both of these classes [q&l, [4/] on RI are invariant up to homotopy through rank 
1 integral surfaces provided the total rank 1 locus W1 c M x [0, l] defines a cobordism 
between the rank 1 loci of the terminal surfaces. Since there is no natural orientation for the 
rank 1 loci, this invariance is in the following sense: any orientation of W1 induces an 
orientation on the rank 1 loci of the terminal surfaces relative to which each class will pair to 
yield the same integer. 
THEOREM 1. Given a compact orientable surface M, integers m * , n,, nf, and a compact 
embedded submanifold C c M, there exists a C” rank 1 transverse integral surface 
RI c M + G2(R4), and orientations for M, C, RI, such that ({o’]M) = m*, RI is homolo- 
gous to C in M, and ({4J]R,) = 2n,, ([&JR1) = 2n,. 
Proof: (See Section 3.) 0 
COROLLARY 2. (a) Any orientable 2-plane bundle over M can be realized as the pull-back 
bundle s*(8) over a rank 1 transverse integral surface. 
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(b) There exist rank 1 transverse integral surfaces s, 5: M + Gz(R4) with s*(d) isomorphic 
to Z*(8) which are not homotopic through rank 1 transverse integral surfaces. 
Proof: Since the 6 * determine the homotopy class of ZOS:M + St x St, and every 
2-plane bundle over M has a classifying map into ST x S’, , Theorem 1 implies the 
corollary. 0 
3. COORDINATE MODELS 
3.1. l-jet coordinates 
If we choose C” coordinates (x, y, z, w) on R4 and projections 
%i(x, y, z, w) = (x,y); %b, y, 2, w) = (z, w) (6) 
then every oriented 2-plane in the tangent space to R4 at (x, y, z, w) which is transverse to the 
n,,-fiber can be uniquely represented by 
(ax + CI az + y aw)@(ay + gaz + 6 Jw). (7) 
Thus (x, y, z, w; a, /3, y, 6) are coordinates on an open dense subset of G,(R4). This subset is 
usually denoted J’(Ri, Rz), the l-jet bundle of functions Ri + R,Z . It follows that in these 
coordinates the ideal .Y is generated by the l-forms 
5 = dz - adx - Bdy 
w=dw-ydx-6dy. 
(8) 
In order to describe ACV,, where e is given by (7), observe that if w, E T&-fiber) is 
represented by ada + b a/? + c 87 + d 86, then the span of d<,(w,, - ), dw,(w,, - ) agrees 
with the span of a dx + b dy, c dx + d dy. Hence, the ambient characteristic variety AC I’, is 
represented by (ad - bc = 0} and the conformal structure ( < , > ), is represented by 
dad8 - dj?dy (symmetric tensor product). Also observe that if w, E T,(a-fiber) - ACV,, 
then any 2-plane in T,Gz(R4) which is annihilated by <,, w,, d<,(w,, - ), do,(w,, - ) and 
which contains w, must lie in the subspace T,(rr-fiber). This implies (5) above. 
An integral surface s:M + Gz(R4) whose image lies in J’(R$,R,Z) is called the l-jet of 
a (multivalued) function. For such an integral surface the classes 6 * defined by (4) are both 
trivial. To see this consider the homotopy of integral surfaces @A~ s where 01, 0 < A E R is 
the prolongation of the diffeomorphism (x, y, z, w) + (x,y, 12, nw) to J’(Ri, Rz). For 1 suffi- 
ciently small the composite z 0 (DA 0 s will have image lying in an arbitrarily small neighbour- 
hood of the plane 0 = a = /3 = y = 6. 
Moreover, for such an integral surface both of the 2-plane bundles s*(B) and TR4/s*(b) 
are trivial. This follows by pulling back a coframe of TR; and TR: (respectively) via the 
projections (n,,), and (R,)* (respectively) to yield a coframing for the respective vector 
bundles. 
The above choice of projections nd, ‘II, also yields natural representatives for $J,, +r on 
the manifold P(ACV) + J’(Rz,Rf). To this end let ~(0~) = [cos(B,)8x + sin(83dy + 
(a cos(0,) + psin(&))az + (y cos (0,) + 6 sin(&))&], 0 < 8, < rr, represent a line in a fixed 
2-plane (7) at the point (x, y, z, w). Let e denote this 2-plane. Now the set of w, E AC V, c 
T, (w-fiber) such that d&(u&), we) = 0 = do&,(&), w J can be parameterized as multiples 
of a circle of vectors, 
w,(e,) = cOs(ef) (sin(&) - cos(e,)ag) + sin@& (sin(8,)ay - cOs(eeps), (9) 
0 < 8, < rr. Here we have lifted u(t$), a tangent vector to R4, to u&Q, a tangent vector to 
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G,(R4), so that 7c* (u,(Q) = ~(0,). The lifting is not unique but the above condition on w, is 
independent of this choice. It follows that d&/n represents 4, and dO,/n represents $,.. Since 
d&./n measures the turning of ~(0,) in the plane e we can identify 4, with the angle class of 
P(8) -+ G2(R4). 
3.2. Model integral surfaces 
In the above l-jet coordinates an integral surface is locally represented by an immersion 
s(u, u) = (x, Y, z, w; a, /I, y, 6)(u, u), where the right-hand side consists of eight smooth func- 
tions of (u, u) E R2. Notice that such an immersion corresponds to a pair of Legendrian 
maps: 
(a, u) + (x, Y, z, a, /?)(u, u) with 0 = dz - a dx - B dy (10) 
(u, v) + (x9 y, w; Y, @(u, v) with 0 = dw - y dx - 6 dy. 
Both cover the same map, IL d 0 n 0 s(u, u) = (x, y). At any point (u, u) of such an integral 
surface only one of these Legendrian maps must be immersive. Recall that Legendrian maps 
are determined by their graphs 
Z(a, a) = (x, Y, z)(u, 0) (11) 
W4 a) = (x, YV w)(u, 0) 
which also cover the map ndO II 0 s(u, u) = (x, y). Thus, by aligning pairs of Legendrian 
graphs Z and Win R2 x R (so that they cover the same map) we can construct both local 
and global examples of integral surfaces in J’(Ri, Rz). For a review of the correspondence 
between (exact-Lagrangian) Legendrian submanifolds and their graphs see [3]. 
Example 2 (&-edges). The simplest integral surfaces cover the fold map 
(u, u) + (u, u2/2). They can be constructed by (i) choosing C” functions /3(u, u), 6(u, u), 
(ii) integrating a, = t&, yv = US, and (iii) solving dz = a du + vf? du, dw = y du + v6 dv to 
yield Z(u, u), W(u, v). If &(O, 0) or &(O, 0) is not zero, then s(u, u) = (u, 1?/2, z, w; a, p, y, 6) 
locally defines a rank-l transverse integral surface. The Jacobian ideal is generated by u and 
the kernel of (X 0 s)* is the span of 8~. Hence R,, 1 is empty. Such integral surfaces can be 
visualized by aligning the graphs of Z and W as in Fig. 1. 
Example 2 (Bi-tails). Similarly integral surfaces which cover the cusp map 
(u, u) --+ (u, (u3/3) - uu) can be constructed by (i) choosing C” functions /3(u, u), 6(u, u), 
(ii) integrating a, = (0’ - u)B. + @“, yV = (u2 - u)& + OS,, and solving dz = 
a(1 - u)du + (0’ - u)/? do, dw = ~(1 - u)du - (v2 - u)6 dv to yield Z(u, u), W(u, u). If 
&,(O, 0) or 6,(0,0) is not zero, then s(u, u) = (u, (u3/3) - uu, z, w; a, /I, y, 6) locally defines 
a rank 1 transverse integral surface. The Jacobian ideal is generated by (u’ - u) and the 
kernel of (1~ 0 s)* is the span of 8~. Hence, the order of contact between RI and Ker(n 0 s)* is 
1 at (0, 0), and (0,O) is a point of RI, 1. Such integral surfaces can be visualized by aligning 
the graphs of Z and W as in Fig. 2. 
Example 3 (Spun umbrellas). Consider s(u, v) given in l-jet coordinates (7) by 
(u, u2,f(u)u3, g(u)u3;f’(u)u3, $f(u)u, g’(u)v3, $g(u)u) where f(u), g(u) are smooth functions 
such thatf(u) # 0 or g(u) # 0 for all u. The latter assumption implies that s is an immersion 
for all (u, u) E R2. The Jacobian ideal is generated by u. The kernel of (n 0 s)* is spanned by au. 
Along R, the subspace s,Ker(rr 0 s)* is spanned by f(u)@ + g(u)&% For 








n E Z,f(u) = cos(nu), g(u) = sin(nu), 0 < u < 2x, generates an integral surface for which 
8, is constant, and 6, goes through 2n-rotations. Here 8, and 8, are represented by (9). The 
spun umbrella with n = 1 can be visualized via the graphs of 2 and Was in Fig. 3. Observe 
that such a spun umbrella can be smoothly attached at any bi-edge point of rr 0 s(M) so as to 
change the Bs period by 2n E Z and leave the classes [f&l, 6 * , [RI] unchanged. See Fig. 
8 for the case n = 1. 
Example 4 (Blisters). Consider the two integral surfaces s: S* - D* + G2(R4) whose 
Z and W graphs agree, and are given by the surface of revolution in Fig. 4(i) and (ii). In 
both cases the surface lies in the hyperplane w - z = 0 and at every point of the rank-l 
locus the surface is locally DiflR4)-equivalent to a bi-edge. Notice that along the 
closed curve c (where II 0 s is immersive and the tangent planes to IL os(S* - 0’) are vertical), 
the image of s leaves the .P(Ri, Rz) coordinate patch. It follows that the 
trivalization (x, y, z, w; a, fi, y, 6) 7 (x, y, z, w), extends to G2(R4), and each map 











2 graph = W graph 
I~~OROS (D’) 
Fig. 4 
t 0 s: S2 - D* -+ St x S: defines a pair of proper maps S* - D* + S’, . Relative to fix 
orientations on these spheres we have that for s given in Fig. 4(i) the degrees of these maps 
are both + 1, whereas for s given in Fig. 4(ii) the degrees of these maps are both - 1. 
Observe that such blisters can be smoothly attached at any immersive point of R 0 s(M) so as 
to change both classes 6 * by + 1 or by - 1. Such a surgery also changes the [&]-period 
by + 2 but [4f] and [RI] E H1(M, Z) are left unchanged. 
Observe that we may view the above attaching of blisters as the &edge connected sum of 
an immersed integral sphere with another integral surface at an immersed point. This 
connected sum is constructed by replacing the neighborhoods of the immersed points in 
each of the Z and W graphs with a small bi-edge cylinder. (Naturally these bi-edge points 
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must be aligned so as to preserve the integral surface condition.) Recall that there exist 
immersed spheres in R4 with S + = 1 and 6- = 0. The b&edge connected sum of such 
a sphere with another integral surface changes 6+ by + 1 and 6- is unchanged. We 
distinguish these cases as k Cl, I]-blisters and + [l, O]-blisters, respectively. 
Example 5 (Spheres). (i) Spheres of revolution. Consider the integral surfaces 
s : S2 + G2(R4) whose Z and W Legendrian graphs are the surfaces of revolution in Fig. 
5(i). The rank 1 locus is a union of closed curves. In case (a) there is an even number of 
components and in case (b) an odd number. In case (a) there is one closed curve of immersed 
points where the integral surface leaves the l-jet coordinates. 
(i)(a) 
Y 
2 graph = W graph 
(i)(b) 
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(ii) Bi-tail sphere. Consider the integral surface s: Sz + J'(Ri, R;) c G2(R4) whose 
2 and W Legendrian graphs are given in Fig. 5(ii). Both of the 6 * classes are trivial, and if 
RI is oriented as in the figure then the 4,-period on RI is + 2. Observe that such bi-tail 
spheres can be smoothly attached at any bi-edge point of K 0 s(M) so as to change the 
&-period by f 2 and leave the classes 6 *, [RI] unchanged. See Fig. 7. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Fix smooth coordinates (x, y, z, w) on R4 and projections 716, IT, as in (6). We begin with 
a sphere of revolution as in Example 5(i) and attach handles as in Fig. 6. Recall the results of 
Lickorish [6] which imply that, up to a diffeomorphism of M, the submanifold C can be 
represented by a disjoint union of closed curves which do not intersect he handles of M (i.e. 
there exists a standard model basis ai, biy i = 1 ,..., gforH1(M,Z)suchthatCnbi=O, 
i=l , . . . ,g). It follows that by attaching handles as above there exists an integral surface 
M + G2(R4) with rank 1 locus R, homologous to the given submanifold C. If no 
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curve where the integral surface leaves the l-jet coordinate. In Fig. 6(i) the attached handle 
carries no component of RI and in Fig. 6(ii) the attached handle carries an arbitrary number 
of components of RI. In the cases of an even and odd number of components, the profiles of 
the handles differ in a manner similar to Fig. 5(i)(a) and 5(i)(b), where small disks are 
removed near the axis of revolution. 
Now if we attach f [l, l]-blisters and 1 [l, O]-blisters with a bi-edge connected sum 
as in Example 4 then we have an integral surface s: A4 + G2(R4) with RI homologous to 
C and arbitrary 6 * classes. Next if we attach a collection of bi-cuspal spheres at a bi-edge 
point as in Fig. 7, then the homology class of R 1, topology of M, and the classes 6 * are 
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G,(R4).) Depending on the direction of orientation on RI the pairing ([+J R,) is changed 
by k 2. Finally if we attach a spun umbrella at an edge point as in Fig. 8, then only the 
pairing of RI with [4/] is changed and we have the desired integral surface. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO DETERMINE PDE ON THE PLANE 
A PDE with fiber completion is defined to be an embedded smooth 6-fold X6 + G,(R4) 
such that each n-fiber intersects C6 in a compact orientable 2-fold. The bilinear type of the 
induced conformal structure ( < , > ),, e E X6, on this 2-fold corresponds to classical 
notions: ellipticity if and only if ( < , > ), is type (2,O) or (0,2)); parabolicity if and only if 
( < , > ), is type (1,0) or (0, 1); hyperbolicity if and only if ( < , > ), is type (1,l). (The case 
where ( < , > )e is type (0,O) corresponds to a type of singularity in the PDE which has not 
been studied.) For simplicity we will assume that either Zc6 consists of elliptic points (hence 
C6 = R4 x {2-sphere} % R4), or X6 consists of hyperbolic points (hence X6 = R4 x {2- 
torus} ; R4). We also assume that C6 can be deformed Xf, 1 E R, through PDEs satisfying 
the above assumptions, to the respective PDEs: 
a = 6, /I = - y in the elliptic case 
(12) 
a = 6, /I = y in the hyperbolic case. 
The PDEs (12) are given in l-jet coordinates (7) on G2(R4) and have a unique fiber 
completion C6 in G2(R4). 
A (multivalued) solution to a PDE, X6 + GI(R4), is an integral surface s : M + G2(R4) 
whose image lies in X6. It follows that an integral surface must be tangent to the 4-plane 
distribution g4 defined by the ideal 9 pulled back to X6. Hence, for e E X6 the 4-plane 
9: always intersects T&-fiber) in a 2-plane which is tangent o the 2-sphere factor of X6 in 
the elliptic case, and the 2-torus factor of X6 in the hyperbolic case. Thus rank-l transverse 
(integral surface) solutions are ristricted. 
THEOREM 3. 
(E) Zf s: M + X6 is a rank 1 tran$verse solution to an elliptic PDE satisfying the above 
conditions then the rank 1 locus is empty and 6+ = 0 or 6- = 0. 
(H) Zf s : M + X6 is a rank 1 transverse solution to a hyperbolic PDE satisfying the above 
conditions then [$I,] = [4r] on any component of RI and both 6 * = 0. 
In both cases (E) and (H), 
s*d = TR4/s*B. 
Proof: Since all of the invariants are preserved by an appropriate type of homotopy the 
above need only by verified for the model PDE (12). Details are left to the reader. 0 
Theorem 3 applies directly to Examples (ai), (aii) and (di) of [4]. Also, in [S] the two 
additional classes, which arise from the fiber 2-tori of a hyperbolic PDE, are discussed. In 
this later paper R4 is identified with the later paper bundle T*Ri. 
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